Committee Members Attending: Daniel Reed (Chair); Nicole Lee; Callie Woods; Vicki Shipley; Louise Jones; Dr. Scott Cline;

Committee Members not in attendance: Dr. Pat Hurley; Peggy Wellisch; Malina Chang; Thomas Le; Daniel Wait; Angelina Arzate; Brad Soriano; Jennifer Kelly; Robin Thompson; Lindsay Crowell; Nicole Hill; Anafe Robinson; Natasha Kobrinsky; Melissa Moser; Daniel Roddick; Ena Hull;

Webinar Update
- A is for Advocacy: Success! 40+ attendees, now available as a recording
- D is for Student Debt...Default...Discouraged – in February we discussed more of a forum setting on Student debt, possible presenters: TICAS, ED, Student organizations
  - Fall training? Conference event?
  - Graduate perspective
  - Forum – cost of education vs. available aid
  - In person or web?

Membership Update
- CLFE Financial Literacy Resources/what do you use on your campus?
  - One response
- State Authorization clarification (from AICCU)
  - Legislation postponed
- How are you using social media?
  - No response

Any new issues we should be aware of?
- Reauthorization Comments
- Interest rate debate
  - Congress split, some want to wait for reauthorization to have a permanent fix
  - How much after July 1 could they go?
  - Separate the rate on Grad PLUS vs. Parent PLUS
    - Work with Natasha to have a letter on this?
- Removing R2T4 for Graduate students?

Negotiated Rulemaking Public Hearing?
- Slated topics: fraud and abuse, debit card disbursements, campus-based programs, state authorization (Distance Ed and Private institutions), Credit-clock hour conversions, gainful employment and cash management

USSF, May 30
- Scott Cline
  - Reps from ED available to hear comments in 10 chunks from any who want to speak
    - PLUS credit criteria – some data presented on HBCs negatively affected...others felt there was not enough school flexibility in overriding credit decision
    - Gainful Employment
    - Credit to Clock Hour conversions
    - Watchdog agencies, 3rd party advocates, and segmental representation
- Interesting how ED has come right out to Gainful Employment NegReg, despite a lack of senior staff
| Other Questions? | Discussion of SB1289 – See June Newsletter
| Disclosure requirements |
| Action Items | Webinar on Debt? Or, a live forum format? What angle to take?
| | Read through NASFAA’s ReAuthorization comments (at nasfaa.org or in the CASFAA June newsletter) to see where we may want to focus – CASFAA should have formal comments on this process! Come back with your top 2 areas of focus. |
| Next Meeting | July 11th, 2:00-3:00 |

**ACTION ITEMS**

- Pending?
- Review NASFAA’s Reauthorization recommendations